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National Stocl Exchange of India Ltd
Exchange Plaza, 5th Floor
Plot No:C/1, G Block
Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (E)
Mumbai -400 051
Scrip: RAMCOSYS

Dear Sir/Madam,

Sub: Press Release

BSE Ltd.,
Corporate Relationship Department
Phiroze Jeejheebhoy Towers
Dalal Street, Mumbai - 400 001
Scrip: 532370

Please find enclosed the press release, titled "Leading MRO, CAMO, Part Manufacturing and
Fleet Management Support Provider, GoAeroMx TRUSTS Ramco Aviation" which is being
released to the press from our end.

The aforesaid intimation is also being hosted on the website of the Company www.ramco.com.
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Leading MRO, CAMO, Part Manufacturing and Fleet Management Support Provider,

GoAeroMx TRUSTS Ramco Aviation
To implement Ramco's Aviation M&E MRO Suite 5.8 across all its legal entities

Dallas, Texas I Princeton, New Jersey, UNITED STATES - August 13, 2020 - Global aviation software
specialist, Ramco Systems announced that it will implement its flagship aviation software Ramco Aviation
M&E MRO Suite V5.8 for multiple business entities of U.S. -based GoAeroMx, a leading provider of MRO,
CAMO, Parts Manufacturer Approval (PMA), and Fleet Management support.

Ramco Aviation Software offers a comprehensive suite of modules such as Engineering and Maintenance,

Supply Chain Management, MRO and Part Sale, Manufacturing, Finance, and Accounting to address end-to-

end needs of Aviation business. Designed to be accessible on cloud and mobile, the software will enable
GoAeroMx to digitize its business processes, eliminate duplication of effort in recording daily inter-department
transactions, and optimize PMA and document distribution processes.

Bundled with HUBs (role-based screens), Workflows, and Dashboards, the software provides a holistic
overview of the entire operations in real-time, spread across multiple locations under a unified platform for
GoAeroMx's executives and supply chain directors. With its mobile-based Apps, for Warehouse Anywhere,
Tool Anywhere and Approve Anywhere, the solution will also make information available at any given point of
time, enabling paperless operations.

The Texas-based company offers MRO, PMA, Fleet Management, inflight entertainment, and avionics
upgrades services for the aviation sector. Their deep knowledge in regulatory compliance, program
development, auditing, and in-service technical support requires a cutting-edge solution. Ramco Aviation will
be implemented across all three diverse operations - GoAeroMX and two VIP transport category aircraft
operations.

Mike Glover, GoAeroMx VP of Sales and Business Development, said, "We are excited to have enlisted
Ramco to help us embark on our journey of digital transformation. Ramco Aviation MRO suite will not only
allow us to integrate all our systems but also introduce us to next-gen technologies with enhanced user/
customer experience and real-time visibility of our entire operations across our multiple entities. We are
confident that the solution will benefit our overall efficiency."

Virender Aggarwal, CEO, Ramco Systems, said, "We are pleased to have partnered with GoAeroMx and
look forward to working with them. With rapid expansion of business GoAeroMx required a robust suite that
could supplement their next-gen avionics needs. Ramco with its rich functionalities and domain expertise, is
glad to support them in closing the gap through a successful and seamless aviation suite."

Ramco Aviation Software is trusted by 24,000+ users to manage 4,000+ aircraft globally. Accessible on cloud
and mobile, Ramco Aviation Software continues to innovate with Anywhere Apps', significantly reducing
transaction time both during aircraft-on-ground (AOG) conditions and critical aircraft turnarounds. Ramco is
changing the paradigm of enterprise software with Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning based solutions,

powered by cool new features such as voice-based transactions on *Google Assistant or Alexa, chatbots, mail
bots, HUBs and cognitive solutions. With 80+ Aviation organizations onboard, Ramco is the solution of choice
for several large airlines and top heli -operators and multiple MROs around the world.

About GoAeroMx:
GoAeroMx is a maintenance services company developed from worldwide operating and management experience of
transport category aircraft. Their maintenance and technical operations team have a deep knowledge in regulatory
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compliance, program development, auditing, and in-service technical support. Our experiences include working with
multiple aviation authorities including BDCA, CAACI, EASA, FAA and TCCA.

GoAeroMx portfolio of global services and solutions include aircraft and pre-purchase, induction and maintenance check
management, maintenance programs development, bridging and management, line maintenance, NextGen Avionics, parts
logistics and procurement, engineering and contract labor services.

GoAeroMx holds Continuing Airworthiness Management Organization (CAMO) approval for Bermuda registered aircraft in
accordance with the requirements of OTAR Part 39, Subpart E.

About Ramco Systems:
Ramco is a next-gen enterprise software prayer disrupting the market with its multi -tenant cloud and mobile-based
enterprise software in HR and Global Payroll, ERP and M&E MRO for Aviation. Part of the USD 1 billion Ramco Group,
Ramco Systems focuses on Innovation and Culture to differentiate itself in the marketplace. On the Innovation front, Ramco
has been focusing on moving towards Active ERP leveraging Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning by building
features such as Talk It - which allows transactions to be carried out by simple voice commands, Bot it - which allows
users to complete transactions using natural conversations; Mail lt--transactwith the application by just sending an email;
HUB It - a one screen does it all concept built to address all activities of a user; Thumb It mobility where the system
presents users with option to choose rather than type values and Prompt It - a cognitive ability which will let the system
complete the transaction and prompts the user for approval.

With 1800+ employees spread across 24 offices, globally, Ramco follows a flat and open culture where employees are
encouraged to share knowledge and grow. No Hierarchies, Cabin -less Offices, Respect work and not titles, among others
are what makes the team say, Thank God it's Mondayl

Only APAC vendor to be positioned in Gartner Magic Quadrant for ERP, Cloud Financials, Cloud 11CM and EAM;
Leader in NelsonHall's NEAT Matrix for Next Gen Payroll Services;
Winner Global Payroll Transformation Project of the Year - 2019 by Global Payroll Association;
Winner of 2018 ISG Paragon Awards Australia, for Best Imagination' Award

For more information, please visit http://www.ramco.com/aviation

Follow Ramco on Twitter ramcosystems / tramcoaviation and stay tuned to http://blops.ramco.com

For further information, contact:
Vinitha Ramani
~91 44 6653 4204
vinitharamanitramco.com
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